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Many thanks to my family and friends who came to see the 
culmination of my four years of vocal study at the University of 
Richmond. I ask that you please hold your applause until the end 
of each of the three sets. Thank you! 
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1. Das Wandem (Wandering) 
In this piece, Schubert opens his cycle with a strophic lied 
that gives the listener the impression of a light-hearted journey 
through ~e forest. This upbeat song frames the exposition of the 
cycle through five verses, in which the young man spouts off the 
joys of wandering. Propelled by this wanderlust, the protagonist 
sets off into the wilderness to find himself. The romping 
accompaniment gives this piece a distinct sense of forward 
motion, as we the listeners are transported into the world of Die 
S chiine Miillerin. 
2. Wohin? (Where t~?) 
This selection sets the narrative in motion, as the young 
man in the cycle comes across a brook which he follows through 
the forest. He speaks to the brook asking ''Where to?" in order to 
realize his destiny: the lovely maid of the mill who lives just ahead 
along the brook. Notice the rolling, brook-like accompaniment 
that begins to insinuate itself in the harmonic texture throughout 
this cycle. 
6. Der Neugerige (fhe Inquisitive One) 
This lied is one of the most poignant pieces in Die SchOne 
Miillerin. The opening is a pensive, comtemplative appeal for 
advice by the young man to his beloved brook. As he begins to 
ask his Bachlein whether or not his heart is true, the 
accompaniment morphs again into the little brook, and he asks, 
"say little brook, does she love me?" 
11. Mein! (Mine!) 
"Meinl" is by far the most upbeat and joyful song in the 
cycle. The young man believes he has wooed the lovely maid of 
the mill, and he muses how nothing, not even the spring and the 
sun seem as happy ~s he is on that day. This extatic, frenetic 
energy is mirrored by the vocal line through fast-paced leaps in 
·intervals and rolling turns, most importandy at "die geliebte 
Miillerin ist mein! (the beloved maid of the mill is mine!). 
Banalites 
By Francis Poulenc (1899-1963) 
Poetry by Guillaume Apollinaire (1880-1918) 
1. "Chanson d'Orkenise" (Song of Orkenise) 
This brisk folk song is set in the fictional town of Orkenise. This 
poignant me/odie contains a dialogue between a heart-broken 
tramp and an optimistic carter. The on looking guards laugh at 
the two souls passing in and out of the town, and the brusque 
and course voice and accompaniment in lines such as "Et les 




2. "Hotel" (Hotel) 
This poem displays what a Poulenc friend and 
contemporary, Pierre Bernac, referred to as "Without a doubt the 
'laziest' song ever written!2" The poet is situated in a small hotel 
room in Montpamasse, wallowing in this utterly satisfying 
lethargy. The legato phrasing in this song creates this mood, as the 
2 Pierre Bemac, Francis Poulenc: The Man and His Songs (New York: W. 
W. Norton & Co., Inc., 1977), 72. 
poet has few worries at all during this humorously expressive 
poem. 
3. "Fagnes de Wallonie" (The Walloon Moorlands) 
The Walloon Moorlands are a high plateau in the Belgian 
Ardennes, where Apollinaire spent his holidays in 1899. The 
countryside is rife with heather and peat-bogs, as well as gnarled 
and twisted trees contorted by the biting winds. This rolling, fast-
paced chanson paints this image quite nicely, but complicates its 
rugged image with beautifully striking piano dynamics on 'sinon 
une chanson enigtnatique.' This sensitive treatment of this poem 
has a range of colors and moods, from the strong forte of the 
north wind, to the gende piano as "fresh as the scent of 
heather3." 
3 Ibid., 73. 
4. ''Voyage a Paris" Gourney to Paris) 
Poulenc states in his Diary ojlv[y Songs about this piece 
that, "To anyone who knows me it will seem quite natural that I 
should open my mouth like a carp to snap up the deliciously 
stupid lines of 'Voyage a Paris.' Anything that concerns Paris I 
approach with tears in my eyes and my head full of music1." For 
this piece Poulenc set it in the style of a 'valse-musette,' a waltz in 
the style of the musette, a quintessentially French reed 
instrument This treatment gives this song a distinctive, popular 
chanson feel. 
1 Francis Poulenc, Journal de mes Melodies [Diary of my Songs] (London: 
Victor Collancz Ltd., 1985), 67. 
5. "Sanglots" (Sobs) 
This poem was originally written as two poems spliced 
together paragraph after paragraph. It is frequently considered 
one of Apollinaite's most dense and difficult poems. Poulenc's 
sensitive setting of this piece aides tremendously in the 
interpretation of the poem. He distinguishes between the two 
separate entities chiefly through his dynamic markings and the 
tone in which he sets them. As the songs progresses, however, 
the text, as well as the melodic and harmonic lines, begins to 
homogenize as the poem takes on a singular existence within 
Poulenc's sound world. 
Four Madrigals by Thomas Morley 
By Thomas Morley (1557 or 1558-1602) 
Sing We and Chant it 
This piec~, like much of the madrigal canon, features 
polyphony, frequently repitition of verses, and sections ending 
with "Fa, Ia Ia" text. Morley often offsets one of the voice parts 
by one measure, creating a more complex and interesting 
polyphonic harmony. 
My Bonny Lass She Sm.ileth 
This well known madrigal has been widely performed, 
even garnering a P.D.Q. Bach spoof entitled, «My Bonnie Lass 
She Smelleth." The relatiely complex polyphonic texture 
combined with joyful text painting makes this a jovial and rousing 
love song. Pay special attention to the trill in the soprano line on 
"Oh how my heart it burneth!" which represents the fluttering of 
a lovesick heart. 
Leave, Alas, This Tormenting 
"Leave, Alas, This Tormenting" is a sorrowful, lilting 
ballad in which the texture builds voice part by voice part, 
resulting in a dense, poignant sound which is a beautiful as it is 
heartrending. Listen for how Morley sets the ascending, 
optimistic-sounding "Now contented" which then abruptly drops 
to a moribund "Then tormented." This inspired text painting is 
characteristic of this musical genre. 
Fyer, Fyer! 
This fast-paced, stirring madrigal is the most intricate of 
all the Morley madrigals in this set .. The vocal lines at many 
points diverge from one another, only to join up again with the 
other parts during important moments, as in the "Ay me" section 
- a tortured pang of the protagonist's heart strings. On the other 
hand, the frenetic sections symbolize the frantic search for help 
that is being called for in this madrigal. 
